
 Chapter 1 Self Test
 1. What is a web browser?

 2. What does HTML stand for?

 3. Identify the various parts of the following URL: http://www.mcgrawhill.com/books/
webdesign/favorites.html __________://_________________/___________/___________/ 
__________

 4. What is WYSIWYG?

 5. Fill in the blank: The version of HTML currently under development is _____________.

 6. What is the Adobe Dreamweaver program used for?

 7. What is one of the two most popular web browsers?

 8. Fill in the blank: When you type a URL into your web browser, you send a request to the 
________________ that houses that information.

 9. What does the acronym “URL” stand for?

 10. What organization maintains the standards for HTML?

 11. How can you give your site’s visitors visual clues as to where they are in your site’s 
structure?

 12. Fill in the blank: A good practice is to include a standard _________________ on all pages 
for consistency and ease of use.

 13. Fill in the blank: Selling products and recruiting potential employees are examples of web 
site _______________.

 14. Fill in the blank: Before you can begin developing your web site, you must know a little 
about the site’s target _________________.

 15. If your site represents a new company or one that doesn’t already have information about its 
client demographics, where might you look for information?
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 Chapter 2 Self Test
 1. What file extensions do HTML files use?

 2. The following line of HTML code contains errors. What is the correct way to write this 
line? <p This is a paragraph of text p>

 3. At the very least, which tags should be included in a basic HTML page?

 4. Identify the tag name, attribute, and value in the following line of HTML code:

<a href="page.html">

 5. Fill in the blank: XHTML requires all tags to be __________ case.

 6. Which option is not acceptable for an HTML filename?

 A. myfile.html

 B. my-file.html

 C. my file.html

 D. my1file.html

 7. What is the named character entity used to add a copyright symbol to a web page?

 8. You just created a web page, and you’re previewing it in a web browser when you notice an 
error. After fixing the error and saving the web page, which button should you click in the 
browser to view the changes made?
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 9. Which is the proper way to close the br tag in HTML4/XHTML?

 A. <br>

 B. </br>

 C. <br/>

 D. <br />

 E. </ br>

 10. The tags in the following line of code aren’t nested properly. Rewrite the code so that the 
tags are nested properly.

<p><strong><em>Hello World!</p></em></strong>

 11. How can you rewrite the following text so that it doesn’t display when the page is viewed in 
a browser?

              Hide Me!

 12. Which two options will the browser ignore when they are coded in a web page?

 A. <p>

 B. A tab

 C. <br>

 D. <br><br>

 E. Single space with the SPACEBAR

 F. Double space with the SPACEBAR

 13. Fill in the blank: The p tag is an example of a __________ tag because it contains sections 
of text.

 14. The following line of HTML code contains errors. What is the correct way to write the code?

< img src = "photo.jpg" >

 15. What symbols must start and end all HTML tags?



 

 Chapter 3 Self Test
 1. What is the difference between decimal numbers and hexadecimal numbers?

 2. The second two numbers in a six-digit hexadecimal code refer to which color?

 3. How many colors are there in the web-safe palette?

 4. #036 is hexadecimal shorthand for which complete hexadecimal color code?

 5. Fill in the blank: Instead of making up new characters to represent the remaining units after 9, 
the hexadecimal system uses the first six letters of the _______________________.

 6. Can you use RGB color values to specify color in traditional HTML code?

 7. True or False: All web page colors must be specified using hexadecimal color values.

 8. Fill in the blank: Each of the web-safe colors has decimal RGB values that are multiples  
of _____.

 9. Which tag is used as a CSS selector when you want to change the color of a page’s links?

 10. Which tag is used as a CSS selector when you want to change the background color of a page?
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 Chapter 4 Self Test
 1. What is the difference between physical and logical styles in HTML?

 2. What is the purpose of the br tag?

 3. What happens when you code three p tags in a row?

 4. List two style sheet properties used for text alignment.

 5. Name four possible values of the font-size CSS property.

 6. What is a characteristic of text rendered in the style of the tt tag?

 7. Fill in the blank: You use the ________ attribute of the font tag to specify the font name in 
which the text should be rendered.

 8. Which tag is used to mark a reference to another source or a short quotation?

 9. Name the four possible values of the align attribute or the text-align CSS property.

 10. Fill in the blank: The process of providing a backup font name in the font-family 
property is also referred to as _____________.

✓

 11. How is the div tag different from the p tag?

 12. Fill in the blank: The h tag is an example of a _____________ style.

 13. True/False: The blockquote tag indents text on both the left and right sides.

 14. Which style sheet property is a better way to add horizontal lines to a page than the hr tag?

 15. What does it mean when tags are deprecated by the W3C?
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 Chapter 5 Self Test
 1. What does the href attribute do?

 2. Which of these can be classified as a relative link?

 A. <a href="../email.html"> B. <a href="http://www.yahoo.com/email.html">

 C. <a href="/email.html"> D. <a href="http://email.yahoo.com">

 3. What must be installed and activated on a user’s machine to take advantage of an e-mail 
link in a web site?

 4. How do you tell the browser to launch a link in a new window?

 5. Which style sheet selector enables you to change the color of the links on your page after 
someone has clicked them?

 6. In Windows, what must users type to highlight the following link?

<a href="contact.html" tabindex="2" accesskey="t">Contact Me</a>

 7. Fill in the blank: After successfully using the TAB key to highlight a link, you must press the 
___________ key to actually visit that link.

 8. Fix the following code.

< ahref="contact.html" >Contact Me</a>

 9. Add the appropriate code so that this link enables users to e-mail you at your personal  
e-mail address.

<                   > Email Me </ >

 10. Which tag links to a section within the current page?

 A. <a href="page1">Page 1</a>

 B. <a href="#page1">Page 1</a>

 C. <a href="*page1 ">Page 1</a>

 D. <a href="page1.html" >Page 1</a>
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 11. Which common phrase should always be avoided when naming links?

 12. Fill in the blank: By default, all linked text is ___________.

 13. True/False: A dot-dot-slash tells the browser to go up a level in the directory structure 
before looking for a file.

 14. Which links to a section named Intro within the web page named genealogy.html?

 A. <a href="genealogy.html">Intro</a>

 B. <a href="genealogy.html#intro">Intro</a>

 C. <a href="genealogy.html#Intro">Intro</a>

 D. <a href="genealogy.html=Intro">Intro</a>

 E. <a href="genealogy.html=intro">Intro</a>

 15. What does _blank do when used as the value of the name attribute?



 

 Chapter 6 Self Test
 1. What does the src attribute do?

 2. Why is it important to specify the height and width of images in web pages?

 3. Which style sheet properties enable you to add blank space around images?

 4. Which attribute must be added to the img tag to designate the image as a client-side  
image map?

 5. Which two tags are used when defining a client-side image map’s name and hot spots?

 6. You are creating the code for a client-side image map, and one of the rectangular hot spots 
has the following coordinates: 0,0 (upper left); 50,0 (upper right); 50,50 (lower right); and 
0,50 (lower left). Which are used in the following coords attribute?

     <area shape="rect" coords="_________"      href="maryland.html">

 7. Fill in the blank: The value of the height and width attributes is measured in _________.

 8. Fix the following code.     <img href="contact.jpg" />

 9. Add the appropriate style declaration to use wallpaper.gif as a background for the web page 
code shown next. Note that the graphic is in the same folder as the HTML file.

     body {               }

 10. What are the four possible values of the clear property (used to clear floats)?

 11. Fill in the blank: The default value of the border property is ____ pixels for linked images 
and _____ pixels for nonlinked images.

 12. True/False: You can achieve a layered look in your designs when an image in the foreground 
is placed on top of an image in the background.

✓

 13. What value must be used with the display property before you can center an image using 
the method discussed in this chapter?

     img.centered {display:     ; 
         margin-left: auto; 
         margin-right: auto;}

 14. Which attribute is used to add alternative text to an image?

 15. Which statement is not true about background images?

 A. All background images tile by default.

 B. You can only include one image in the background.

 C. Background images are added to web pages with the background tag.

 D. Background images begin at the top of the page and run all the way to each of the  
four sides.
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 Chapter 7 Self Test
 1. What’s the difference between a plug-in and a helper application?

 2. Which tag does the W3C recommend for embedding multimedia in a web page?

 3. How can users determine which plug-ins are installed on their computers, and how they can 
download new plug-ins?

 4. What are two ways to include multimedia files in a web site?

 5. True/False: Clicking a link to a sound file automatically downloads the file and saves it for 
later listening.

 6. What are two ways to specify the height and width of multimedia files embedded with the 
object tag?

 7. Fix the following code.

  <embed href="sillyme.mov" height="100" width="50" />

 8. Add the appropriate code here to link to wendy.mov. Note that the movie is in the same 
folder as the HTML file.

     <html> 
     <head> 
        <title>Home Movie</title> 
     </head> 
     <body> 
     <                     >View my home movie!<     > 
     </body> 
     </html>

 9. Which attribute can restrict a file from replaying after it has played through once?

 10. How might you provide an alternative way to view a file that requires a plug-in?

 11. True/False: A link to a multimedia file is the same as any other link because it also uses the 
a tag.

 12. What is the purpose of the param tag?

 13. Which attribute of the object tag tells where the media file is located?

 14. What are Java applets?
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 Chapter 8 Self Test
 1. What’s the difference between an unordered list and an ordered list?

 2. Which tag is used to enclose list items in both ordered and unordered lists?

 3. You created an unordered list with four list items. All the content following the fourth list 
item that should be normal text is indented under the list. What is the most likely cause of 
this problem?

 4. Which HTML attribute changes the numbering style of a list?

 5. True/False: You can use more than one dd tag for each dt tag.

 6. Which HTML attribute changes the starting letter or number for a list?

 7. Fill in the blank: When displayed in a browser, each item in an unordered list is preceded  
by a _____________, by default.

 8. Fix the following code.
     <dl> 
       <dd>HTML</dd> 
       <dt>Hypertext Markup Language is the authoring language used 
to create documents for the World Wide Web.</dt> 
     </dl>

 9. Add the appropriate code to turn the following text into an ordered list.
     <html> 
     <head>         <title>My favorite fruits</title> 

✓

     </head> 
     <body> 
           My favorite fruits, in order of preference, are: 
           Raspberries 
           Strawberries 
           Apples 
     </body> 
     </html>

 10. Add the appropriate code to cause each item in the following list to be preceded by square 
bullets.
     <html>

      <head>          <title>My favorite colors</title>      </head> 
     <body> 
           My favorite colors, in no particular order, are: 
            Red 
            Blue 
            Green 
     </body> 
     </html>

 11. Fill in the blank: The dl tag stands for ________________________.

 12. True/False: When you nest unordered lists, the bullet style remains unchanged.

 13. What value is used with the display property to change a list from vertical to horizontal?

 14. How can you change a list from using Arabic numbers to lowercase letters?

 15. Which CSS property is used to replace the standard bullet in a list with an image?
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 Chapter 9 Self Test
 1. What is the difference between the td and th tags?

 2. The td and th tags are contained within which other table tag (aside from the table tag 
itself)?

 3. How do you force a cell’s contents to display along a single line?

 4. What is the most widely supported way to make all internal and external borders of a table 
invisible?

 5. True/False: You cannot use other HTML tags between opening and closing td tags.

 6. Which attribute affects the appearance of the internal table borders only, not external 
borders?

 7. Fill in the blank: The ______________ attribute affects the space in between each of the 
individual table cells.

 8. Fix the following code.
<table> 
<td>HTML</td> 
<td>Hypertext Markup Language is the authoring language used to 
create documents for the World Wide Web.</td> 
</table>

 9. What are two types of measurements you can use to identify a table’s width?

 10. Add the appropriate code to cause this table to fill the entire browser window, regardless of 
the user’s screen size.
<html>

 <head>
 

   <title>A Big Table</title>
 <style type="text/css"> </style> 

</head> 
<body> 
<table>

 <tr>   <td>X</td>   <td>X</td>   <td>O</td>
 

</tr> 
</table> 
</body> 
</html>

✓

 11. Fill in the blank: You can add the ____________ property to your style sheet to change the 
background color of the whole table.

 12. True/False: To add a caption to a table, you use the caption attribute in the opening 
table tag.

 13. If you include a thead or a tfoot group in your table, you must also include which other 
group?

 14. Which CSS property (and value) is used to align all the text in a cell to the right?

 15. True/False: If you had both colgroups and theads in a single table, the colgroups 
would be placed before the theads in your table structure.
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 Chapter 10 Self Test
 1. Fill in the blank: A group of frames is called a _______________.

 2. Which basic structure tag of most HTML pages is not included in a frameset page?

 3. How do you tell the browser that a frame should fill whatever space is left over in the 
browser window after all other frames are placed?

 4. To load a link in a particular frame, you must first do what in the frame tag?

 5. True/False: To turn the frame borders completely off in the majority of browsers, add 
frameborder="0" to the opening frameset tag.

 6. What is the default value of the scrolling attribute for frames?

 7. Fill in the blank: The ___________ attribute adjusts the space between the content of a 
frame and the top and bottom edges of that frame.

 8. Fix the following code.

     <frame cols="20%,80%"> 
       <frameset src="top.html"> 
       <frameset src="navigation.html"> 
     </frame>

✓

 9. Which two tags embed an inline frame within a web page?

 10. Add the appropriate code to create a frameset with two vertical frames—the first frame is 
250 pixels wide, and the second takes up the rest of the browser window. Fill the first frame 
with navigation.html and the second frame with content.html.

     <html> 
     <head> 
       <title>Frames</title> 
     </head> 
     </html>

 11. Fill in the blank: Use the __________ tag and ___________ attribute to force all the links 
on a page to load in a particular frame.

 12. True/False: By default, relative-width frames are resizable.

 13. Which tag displays content for non-frames-capable browsers?

 14. Which attribute should you add to the frameset tag to create two horizontal frames on the 
page?

 15. Fill in the blank: The _________ attribute of the frame tag tells the browser which HTML 
page to load into that frame.
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 Chapter 11 Self Test
 1. Fill in the blank: _______________ tags must surround all web forms.

 2. What are two types of text input in HTML web forms?

 3. Which attribute identifies an input control so that it’s correctly handled when the form is 
processed?

 4. Which input control is most useful for questions requiring a simple yes or no answer?

 5. True/False: Radio buttons are small, round buttons that enable users to select a single option 
from a list of choices.

 6. Which attribute can prohibit text in a text area from being continued across long lines out of 
the visible window?

✓

 7. Fill in the blank: The ___________ attribute identifies the visible width of a text area based 
on an average character width.

 8. Fix the following code so that users can enter multiple lines of data into the comment box, 
which should measure 30 characters wide by 5 lines tall.

     Enter your comments here: 
      <input size="30,5"></input>

 9. How do you cause three options in a select menu to be visible at once?

 10. Add the appropriate code to create a single-line text field in which, upon entry of data, all 
contents are displayed as bullets or asterisks in the browser. Name the field “secret” and 
make it XHTML-compliant.

     Please enter your secret word: 
     <                                    >

 11. Fill in the blank: ____________ tags surround each item in a select menu.

 12. True/False: The fieldset tag is used to divide long select menus into categories of 
submenus.

 13. Add the appropriate code to create a place where users can upload a graphic file from their 
personal computers to the web server. Name the field “upload” and make it XHTML-
compliant.

     Please select the file to upload: 
     <                                     >

 14. Which attribute is added to the form tag to give the location where the form’s information 
should be sent?

 15. Which attribute and value are added to the form tag to tell the browser to take all the data 
submitted with the form and send it to the server attached to the end of the file’s URL?
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